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Q: What does the buyer need to do before auction day? 

A: Ensure funds are available in chosen account before auction day and confirm with the agent that 
the seller agrees to receiving funds via Auction Pay rather than by bank cheque 

Q: Will the buyer incur any fees using Auction Pay? 

A: There may be a fee of $0.85 payable at the time the buyer processes their deposit payment. This 

will be clearly identified prior to confirming the payment. 

Q: Can the buyer use an international bank account to pay their deposit? 

A: No.  Only Australian bank accounts are accepted.  

Q: What does the buyer need on auction day? 

A: Account and BSB number of their nominated account, as well as a valid email address. 

Q: What if Auction Pay doesn’t work, fails or you can’t get internet service on the day of the auction? 

A: In these cases, the agent will need to revert to other methods of payment or arrange to collect the 

deposit later.  This is covered in the Terms and Conditions. 

Q: Is there a limit on the amount of deposit?  

A: The limit is $10m. 

Q: Who can pay the deposit? 

A: Individual buyers that have matching account names can use Auction Pay. Any one of the joint 

account holders at an auction can also use Auction Pay where they hold the requisite authority over 

the account. 

Q: Will a daily transfer limit on the buyer’s nominated account prevent the deposit being transferred 

from the account with Auction Pay? 

A: No – the transfer is set up as a one-off direct debit arrangement. Any daily transfer limit a buyer 

might have on their account does not typically apply to direct debit arrangements. If you are in doubt 

then we suggest the buyer check with the financial institution that holds the account from which the 

deposit will be taken. 

Q: What if the payment is drawn from the wrong account?   

A: In the case of a mistaken or fraudulent drawing from a third party account, the APCA dishonour 

rules would apply.  Please advise the buyer to contact their bank if they believe funds have been 

taken out of their (wrong) account.  Equally, if the buyer was expecting funds to be taken from their 

account and that has not happened, then the buyer should contact the real estate agent to trigger a 

process to understand if a payment has been mistakenly taken from a different account. 
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